North Wiltshire Orienteers (NWO)
Affiliated to the British Orienteering Federation and a member of the South
West Orienteering Association.

Web: www.northwilts.org.uk

Street Orienteering 2019
The Series
These very informal urban orienteering sessions are open to everyone including beginners, families
and more experienced orienteers. Most are on Tuesday evenings. Some are at weekends and may
have additional novelty activities. Coaching will be available to get you started or improve. Juniors
under 16 must be accompanied by a responsible adult.
There will be three courses (trails) available (short, medium and long, approximately 2.5km, 4km and
6km ) in the form of a treasure hunt. You will get a special orienteering map showing streets (but not
street names), open spaces and any parkland in one of the North Wiltshire towns. The map will show
the position of a series at checkpoints. Each checkpoint will have an easy to answer clue to prove you
have been there. Examples are the number on a lamp post, the telephone number on the shop front
or the number of bollards at the end of the road.
There will be a league for each course but you can also take part non-competitively. Points will be
awarded at each event according to your position. The total of your best five scores from the nine
events will be your result for the series. The novelty event on 30th June is not part of the league and
will have a “Beat the Street” score format
There will be no toilet provision unless otherwise stated. At some events, there will be a “pub of the
night" to discuss your course afterwards.

What to wear and bring?
Come in trainers or similar with clothing to suit ease of movement and appropriate to the weather.
Shorts and vests are permitted.

Times & Cost
For evening sessions please arrive between 6:30 pm and 7:00pm. You will start your course by 7pm
and you are likely to take about an hour. Cost £3 per individual adult , £1 per individual junior (aged
16 - 21) or £3 for a family group

Dates and Venues
Check our website www.northwilts.org.uk to confirm the location, time and any other information
about individual events. Series co-ordinator & controller: John Orton johnorton6@gmail.com
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DATE

PLACE

ORGANISER / PLANNER

13 April
30 April
21 May
11 June
30 June
9 July
6 Aug
20 Aug
10 Sep
14 Dec

Wroughton
Highworth
Freshbrook / Toothill
Calne
Lower Shaw Farm Special
Sevenfields
Old Town Swindon
Haydon Wick
Royal Wootton Bassett
Kingshill Xmas Special

Keith McCarthy
John Owens
Peter Gilder
Rob Buckby
Ken Stimson
Doug Stimson
Antonia Holt
Neil Johnson
John Orton
Ken Stimson

